A-21/A81/OmnioCirl/SuperCircl ...
First Pass

Mary Lee Brown – Penn; A-133
Mike Ludwig – Purdue; A-110
Cindy Hope – Alabama; A-21
Jim Luther – Duke; A-21
What’s out there

- FULL TEXT: Proposed OMB Uniform Guidance
- 241 pages (or 244 for the eager ones)
- Crosswalks to “Old Circular” docs
- Plus definition crosswalks
- [http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants_docs#proposed](http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants_docs#proposed)
Keep it Simple ...

- Start with ... FULL TEXT: Proposed OMB Uniform Guidance (241 pages)
- Use Crosswalks as needed
- Regular COGR Updates
FULL TEXT, TOC

- Subchapter A – General Provisions
- Subchapter B – Pre-award Requirements
- Subchapter C – Federal Award Notice
- Subchapter D – Inclusion of T&Cs
- Subchapter E – Post Federal Awards Reqs (Subrecipient Monitoring and Cost Sharing)
- Subchapter F – Cost Principles (Effort Reporting, old section J, etc.)
FULL TEXT, TOC

- Subchapter G – Audit Requirements
- Subchapter H – Appendices
  I – Definitions
  II – Notice of Funding Opportunity
  III – Contract Provisions
  IV and V – Indirect Costs (Universities)
  VI, VII, VIII – State and Local
  IX – Nonprofit Organizations
  X – Hospital Cost Principles (TBD)
  XI – Audit Data Collection Form
  XII – Compliance Supplement